Life & Style
Make Over Fashion Fest - Trudie Millar

Friday and Saturday 11:00am

Personal Stylist 'Trudie Millar' has been Wanaka's style guru since starting her business in 2008.
Trudie has always had a keen interest in fashion, but it was her love of style & deep passion for helping others feel good about
themselves that led her to choosing this as a career.
Trudie has the rare ability to create style with ease. She is approachable and personable, yet confident and directional. She offers a range
of wonderful services to kick start your style journey and loves to be part of a transformation process.
Also featuring a catwalk showcasing new season accessories from Structure for Men and Bella

Te Mana, The Future of Lamb! - Dale Bowie

Friday and Saturday 1:00pm

The Omega Lamb Project presents Dale Bowie, their development chef who has recently moved to Wellington with his family to take up
this position, after owning and establishing the successful Wanaka Gourmet Kitchen restaurant.
Dale will not only give you an insight into his development role with Te Mana but you will also be able to taste some of his products.The
lambs are sourced from the Wanaka region and other areas of NZ .
Come along to look, listen and taste this fabulous new product and marvel at what can be produced from the humble lamb!

Mt Maude Wine Story and Tasting - Sarah Kate

Friday and Saturday 2:30pm

When faced with the vast amount wine stocking the Supermarket or winestore shelves, it can be a little overwhelming. What to choose?
Even if you know what you like, do you often find yourself buying the wine variety and label you know? Afraid to branch out ? This
session will provide you with easy failsafe tips on how to expand your wine choices, pick a bottle with confidence, knowing what to
expect when you pop the cork? You might even impress your dinner guests by learning how a choose a wine to match the dinner
perfectly. Or reap the benefits from sharing a wine you’ve cellared for a number of years, because you now know what wines to cellar
and for how long.

